Snow White INTRA-L

Fronts:
Silk matt HPL laminate
1 mm matt polymer edges
Worktop:
White Carrara Ferrostone

Image Code:

0442510G01D2012

Aesthetic characteristics

Architecture

Highlights

Detached house. A renovated farmhouse
with some newly constructed areas. The
kitchen has large windows which look out to
the porch which is covered with slate, which
is also used on one of the dining room's
walls. Continuity is pursued. The exterior and
the interior complement each other.

An island distribution with no wall units has
been chosen. As a result, the views are
maintained and the connection with the
exterior of the house is favoured.

Trend setting aesthetic solutions.

The main attraction of this kitchen is the
large island that organises space, arranges
work and aids the smooth flow of movement.
Apart from housing the washing and cooking
areas, it allows us to have a large storage
and food preparation area.
Perpendicular to the island are the tall units
that go up to the ceiling and which hold the
ovens, the fridge and the freezer as well as
ample and accessible spaces for storing
goods.

The kitchen is totally focused on design and it
combines perfectly with the other rooms of
the house. The furniture blends with the
house's architecture due to the use of plain
handleless fronts which also reinforces the
concept of a space destined not only for
"cooking".
In this sense, the exclusive opening system of
this Intra model is a tribute to discretion. It's
a unique design by Santos, resulting from the
wish to offer innovative products. This new
system combines three basic aspects of
kitchen design: innovation, design and
quality.
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Opening system. Profile
The total absence of a handle is one of the
main characteristics of the Intra model.
Santos has developed an innovative opening
system where the units' profile is adapted so
it acts as a handle.This new opening system
is being protected by a Utility Model.

The exclusive opening system of this Intra
model is a tribute to discretion. It's a unique
design by Santos, resulting from the wish to
offer innovative products, and combining
three basic aspects of kitchen design:
innovation, design and quality.
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Units to the ceiling: Tall units
To optimize the kitchen's capacity the
kitchen includes an area of tall units which,
apart from achieving more storage room,
contains many electrical appliances in a
reduced space.

Perpendicular to the island are the tall units
that go up to the ceiling and which hold the
ovens, the fridge and the freezer as well as
ample and accessible spaces for storing
goods. The bar handle is functional as well
as beautiful, allowing easy access to the
interior of the units.

Appliances

Furniture and decoration

BLANCO
Sink

CARPET
Nani Marquina (Ref. Medina)

CHAIRS
Chairs Gallery (Ref: CH7251 )

FRANKE
Tap

LAMP
Kartell (Ref. Bloom New)

WHITE PANS
Eva Solo (White Line)

NEFF
Induction hob, fridge, freezer and dishwasher

TABLE
And Tradition (Ref. Raft Table - NA2 )

NOVY
Hood
SIEMENS
Ovens

Perpendicular to the island are the tall units
that go up to the ceiling and which hold the
ovens, the fridge and the freezer as well as
ample and accessible spaces for storing
goods. The bar handle is functional as well
as beautiful, allowing easy access to the
interior of the units.

